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From an adorable otter to a cheerful hedgehog, Thumper has friends all over the forest. As he and

his pals play in meadows and streams, readers can touch their soft, fluffy fur! With simple text, a

touch-and-feel element on every spread, and chunky board pages, this adorable book is perfect for

little ones-and just the right size for Easter baskets!
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The Disney Bunnies books are very cute. Our son loves touch and feel books! We read to him every

night and we always have a touch and feel book or two for him to explore. Thumper and his friends

have fluffy bodies and tails to feel. The artwork is great and the stories are short and sweet. Short

enough to keep the attention of an 11 month old. The pages are thick and the book is very durable

for a baby to hold and play with.

I bought this because we had one similar and my son loves it. However, this touch and feel book

fabric all felt the same. So it did not Interest my son too much as all the touch and feel we're pretty

much all fur and all felt the same

My 1 year old son loves all the Disney Bunnies books and this one is no exception. He loves the



touch & feel aspect on every page and it's short enough to keep his attention. It seems to be well

made and haven't had any quality issues with it.

ordered it along with several more board books along with a plush Bambi to make a wonderful gift

for a wonderful 2 yr. old. She now loves an old character from long ago who should not be forgotten

Purchased for easter, the story is cute. I wish there were more texture varieties for tiny fingers to

explore, otherwise its a great purchase for babies

My grandson loved it. Entertaining reading and excellent illustration. Lots of interaction with other

characters to make a really cute story.

This is an adorable book! I can't wait to see how my niece likes it. She really likes the books that

she can feel. And it shipped quickly.

It is a cute disney bunnies book. It could be a little bit longer. My two-year-old daughter "read" it

every day and loves it.
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